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Case Studies of Openness in the
Language Classroom
This 24-month MyPortugueseLab access code card
(and eText) gives you access to all of
MyPortugueseLab’s grade-boosting resources. The
moment you know. Educators know it. Students know
it. It’s that inspired moment when something that was
difficult to understand suddenly makes perfect sense.
MyLanguageLabs deliver proven results in helping
individual students succeed. They provide engaging
experiences that personalize, stimulate, and measure
learning for each student. And, they come from a
trusted partner with educational expertise and an eye
on the future. MyLanguageLabs can be linked out to
any learning management system. To learn more
about how MySpanishLab combines proven learning
applications with powerful assessment, visit
www.myportugueselab.com

Modern French Grammar Workbook
Master Portuguese grammar through hands-on
exercises and practice, practice, practice! Practice
Makes Perfect: Basic Portuguese is a trusted
companion to your Portuguese learning experience. In
each bite-sized lesson, author Sue Tyson-Ward guides
you through simple grammar and vocabulary
concepts and illustrates them with clear examples.
The accompanying fun and interesting exercises let
you practice, practice, practice what you have
learned. The lessons are short so you can complete
them in twenty minutes or less, and you can go at a
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pace that works for you. THIS WORKBOOK WILL HELP
YOU UNDERSTAND Saber vs. conhecer * Verb tenses *
Essential vocabulary * Superlatives * Nouns *
Adjectives * Sentence structure . . . and more
Whether you are learning on your own or taking a
beginning Portuguese class, Practice Makes Perfect:
Basic Portuguese will help you build your confidence
in your new language.

The Everything Learning Brazilian
Portuguese Book
Modern Spanish Grammar Workbook is an innovative
book of exercises and language tasks for all learners
of European or Latin American Spanish. The book is
divided into two sections: * Section 1 provides
exercises based on essential grammatical structures *
Section 2 practises everyday functions such as
making introductions and expressing needs A
comprehensive answer key at the back of the book
enables you to check on your progress. Modern
Spanish Grammar Workbook is ideal for all learners of
European or Latin American Spanish including
undergraduates taking Spanish as a major or minor
part of their studies, as well as intermediate and
advanced students in schools and adult education. It
can be used independently or alongside Modern
Spanish Grammar, also published by Routledge.

Practice Makes Perfect Basic Portuguese
(EBOOK)
The Modern Japanese Grammar Workbook is an
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innovative book of exercises and language tasks for
all learners of Japanese. The book is divided into two
parts: Section A provides exercises based on essential
grammatical structures Section B practises everyday
functions (e.g. making introductions, apologizing,
expressing needs). All sentences are written both in
Romanization and in the Japanese script and a
comprehensive answer key at the back enables the
learner to check on their progress. Key features of the
book include: Exercises graded on a 3-point scale
according to their level of difficulty Cross-referencing
to the related Modern Japanese Grammar Topical
exercises drawn from realistic scenarios to help
learners develop their vocabulary and practical
communication skills Opportunities to practise both
written and spoken Japanese. Modern Japanese
Grammar Workbook is an ideal practice tool for
learners of Japanese at all levels. No prior knowledge
of grammatical terminology is assumed and it can be
used both independently and alongside the Modern
Japanese Grammar (ISBN 978-0-415-57201-9), which
is also published by Routledge.

501 Portuguese Verbs
Brazilian Portuguese made fun--and fast! Whether you
are planning a vacation, adding a valuable second
language to your resume, or simply brushing up on
your skills, The Everything Essential Brazilian
Portuguese Book is your perfect introduction to the
Portuguese language. With easy-to-follow instructions
and simple explanations, this portable guide covers
the most important basics of the language, including:
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The Portuguese alphabet and translation Greetings
and conversation starters Common questions and
answers Describing people and places Verb tenses
and sentence structure Basic conversation skills for
dining out, conducting business, or shopping With The
Everything Essential Brazilian Portuguese Book, you
will be speaking--and understanding--Portuguese in
no time!

Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar
Workbook
Basic Portuguese: A Grammar and Workbook
comprises an accessible reference grammar and
related exercises in a single volume. Twenty units
cover the core material which students can expect to
encounter in their first year of learning Portuguese.
Grammar points are followed by examples and
exercises which allow students to reinforce and
consolidate their learning. Clearly presented and userfriendly, Basic Portuguese provides readers with a
thorough grounding in the fundamentals of
Portuguese grammar.

The Everything Essential Brazilian
Portuguese Book
Divided into 29 separate lessons, and including an
introductory section on syllabification, stress, written
accents, and pronunciation, "A Grammar of Spoken
Brazilian Portuguese" features an abundance of
exercises and readings and is well-suited to students
who are seeking a concise introductory text focusing
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on modern Brazilian Portuguese. (Foreign Language)

Modern Japanese Grammar Workbook
More than 200 million people worldwide speak the
beautiful and alluring language of Brazilian
Portuguese. Tapped as a language with the highest
possibility for growth internationally, beginners
everywhere have begun to study Portuguese, making
it one of the most popular languages in the world!
This book is the ideal workbook if you're looking to
learn the basics of the language, whether you're a
beginner or intermediate student. Featuring
interactive exercises and lessons that help you: Study
nouns, conjugate verbs, and perfect pronunciations
Learn common words and phrases Have a
conversation with a native speaker Read and write
the language Master past, present, and imperfect
tenses Complete with a Portuguese-English glossary
and an arsenal of useful vocabulary, this book will
have you speaking and writing Portuguese in no time!

Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar
Do you want to communicate easily and freely in
Spanish? By studying and practising Spanish grammar
you?ll understand how the language really works and
be able to speak Spanish with clarity and ease. This
Spanish workbook offers a range of clear and
effective learning features: Maps from A2 to B1 of the
Common European Framework of Reference (CEFR)
for languages 200 activities across a range of
grammar and vocabulary points Unique visual verb
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tenses timeline and infographics for extra context
Personal tutor hints and tips - help you to understand
language rules and culture points Learn to learn
section offers tips and advice on how to be a good
language learner 25 short learning units each contain:
communication goals to guide your studies grammar
explanations with embedded exercises vocabulary
presentations and activities reading sections to
consolidate your learning

Pois não
The bestselling 501 Verbs Series is the #1 reference
source for verb usage in virtually every major
language. It’s printed in two colors and features tinted
page edges for ease of reference. This edition
presents the most important and most commonly
used Portuguese verbs arranged alphabetically with
English translations in chart form, one verb per page,
and conjugated in all persons and tenses, both active
and passive. This comprehensive guide to verb usage
contains a wealth of reference material and language
tips, including a bilingual list of more than 1,250
additional Portuguese verbs, helpful expressions and
idioms for travelers, verb drills and short tests with all
questions answered and explained, and more.
Learning Portuguese is easy with help from the 501
Portuguese Verbs!

Portuguese: An Essential Grammar
Provides instruction in all aspects of the
language--spelling, grammar, pronunciation,
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vocabulary, and the alphabet in a user-friendly
approach. An audiocassette including dialogues
recorded by native speakers reinforces exercises and
familiarizes learners with how the language is used.

Modern Spanish Grammar
Spanish speakers can learn Brazilian Portuguese
much more rapidly than any other language, and
thousands of students have used Antônio Simões's
text/workbook Com licença: Brazilian Portuguese for
Spanish Speakers to make the transition between the
two languages. Recognizing the need for a text that
incorporates current cultural references and the latest
language pedagogy, Simões now offers Pois não:
Brazilian Portuguese Course for Spanish Speakers,
with Basic Reference Grammar. Pois não contrasts
Portuguese and Spanish, which accomplishes two
main goals. It teaches the equivalent of one year of
college Portuguese in one semester, three times a
week, to Spanish speakers who also have a solid
understanding of English. Additionally, the book
serves as a basic reference guide to Brazilian
Portuguese for the same audience. Pois não can be
used by students in the classroom or by independent
learners. Users of the book may focus on the drills
alone, concentrate on both the explanations and
drills, or use the book as a reference for consultation
only. Answers to all of the exercises are included in
the book. A CD containing recordings by native
Brazilian speakers of dialogues that appear in the
book is included.
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The Everything Brazilian Portuguese
Practice Book
DIVLogical, developmental presentation includes all
the necessary tools for speech and comprehension
and features numerous shortcuts and timesavers.
Ideal as an introduction, supplement, or refresher.
/div

Modern Japanese Grammar
Modern French Grammar Workbook, second edition, is
an innovative book of exercises and language tasks
for all learners of French. The book is divided into two
sections: * section 1 provides exercises based on
essential grammatical structures * section 2 practises
everyday functions (e.g. making introductions,
apologizing, expressing needs). A comprehensive
answer key at the back of the book enables you to
check your progress. Taking into account feedback
from the first edition, this second edition now
features: * exercises graded on a 3-point scale
according to their level of difficulty * cross-referencing
to the Modern French Grammar, Second Edition, for
each and every exercise * topical exercises that
develop vocabulary. Modern French Grammar
Workbook is ideal for all learners of French:
beginners, intermediate and advanced students. It
can be used both independently and alongside the
Modern French Grammar (ISBN 0-415-33162-5).

Essential Portuguese Grammar
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An innovative approach to the basic grammar of
European Portuguese, covering the rules of
pronunciation, categories of word and more advanced
constructions, this book is ideal for all students of
Portuguese and especially those who have no
background in languages or linguistics. It is written in
a non-academic style and does not use complex
terminology or irrelevant grammatical categories. As
a work of linguistics, it describes the grammar of a
global language in a straightforward and learnerfocused manner. No more “conjugations”, “tenses”,
“infinitives” or “articles”! Learn grammar the easiest,
most efficient and least time-consuming way possible
with European Portuguese Grammar.

Collins Portuguese Dictionary
Routledge’s Modern Grammar series is an innovative
reference guide combining traditional and functionfocused grammar in a single volume, with an
accompanying workbook. The aim of the Modern
Korean Grammar is to provide an overview of the
structures and functions of the Korean language.
Designed for those who have already acquired the
basics of the language, the book combines a
comprehensive description of the grammatical
structures of Korean with a functional/usage approach
to the language. All target grammatical and functional
points will be illustrated with examples in Hangul with
English translations for better understanding. In
addition, the use of linguistic terminology is limited, to
facilitate quick and easy comprehension.
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Modern Russian Grammar
Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar Workbook is
an innovative book of exercises and language tasks
for all learners of Brazilian Portuguese. The book is
divided into two sections: Part A provides exercises
based on essential grammatical structures Part B
practises everyday functions (e.g making social
contact, asking questions and expressing needs) A
comprehensive answer key at the back of the book
enables you to check on your progress. Modern
Brazilian Grammar Workbook is ideal for all learners
who have a basic knowledge of Brazilian Portuguese,
including undergraduates taking Brazilian Portuguese
as a major or minor part of their studies, as well as
intermediate and advanced students in schools and
adult education. It can be used independently or in
conjunction with Modern Brazilian Portuguese
Grammar: A Practical Guide.

Modern Italian Grammar
An invaluable tool for learners of Portuguese, this
Frequency Dictionary provides a list of the 5000 most
commonly used words in the language. Based on a
twenty-million-word collection of Portuguese (taken
from both Portuguese and Brazilian sources), which
includes both written and spoken material, this
dictionary provides detailed information for each of
the 5000 entries, including the English equivalent, a
sample sentence, and an indication of register and
dialect variation. Users can access the top 5000
words either through the main frequency listing or
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through an alphabetical index. Throughout the
frequency listing there are also thrity thematicallyorganized ‘boxed’ lists of the top words from a variety
of key topics such as sports, weather, clothing and
relations. An engaging and highly useful resource, A
Frequency Dictionary of Portuguese will enable
students of all levels to get the most out of their study
of Portuguese vocabulary.

Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar
Modern Spanish Grammar: A Practical Guide is an
innovative reference guide to Spanish, combining
traditional and function-based grammar in a single
volume.The Grammar is divided into two parts. The
shorter section covers traditional grammatical
categories such as word order, nouns, verbs and
adjectives. The larger section is carefully organized
around language functions and notions such as:
giving and seeking information putting actions into
context * expressing likes, dislikes and preferences
comparing objects and actions.All grammar points
and functions are richly illustrated and information is
provided on register and relevant cultural
background. Written by experienced teachers and
academics, the Grammar has a strong emphasis on
contemporary usage. Particular attention is paid to
indexing and cross-referencing across the two
sections. This is the ideal reference grammar for
learners of Spanish at all levels, from elementary to
advanced. It will prove invaluable to those with little
experience of formal grammar, as no prior knowledge
of grammatical terminology is assumed and a
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glossary of terms is provided. The book will also be
useful to teachers seeking back-up to functional
syllabuses, and to designers of Spanish courses.

Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar
Workbook
Developed by the experts at Living Language, this
deluxe course has everything you need to learn
Brazilian and European Portuguese from scratch or to
revive the Portuguese that you learned years ago.
Ultimate Portuguese combines conversation and
culture in an easy-to-follow, enjoyable, and effective
format. It's the perfect way to learn Portuguese for
school, travel, work, or personal enrichment.

A Grammar of Spoken Brazilian
Portuguese
The first book in a series of collaborations between
Tin House and Octopus Books, Brandon Shimoda's
Portuguese introduces a powerful new voice in
American poetry. The poems in Portuguese began
while Brandon rode city buses around Seattle, and
were inspired by his fellow passengers—their voices
and their minds, their faces and their bodies, their
exuberances and infirmities, and the ways in which
they enlivened and darkened the days at once. It was
with and within these people that poetry seemed
most alive. At the same time, they began as
responses to the words and writings of visual artists,
mostly painters, whom Brandon was reading while
riding the bus, especially Etel Adnan, Eugene
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Delacroix, Alberto Giacometti, Paul Klee, and Joan
Mitchell, all of whom appear in the book. It was with
and within these people, also, that poetry seemed
most alive. In both senses, Portuguese is a work of
color. Portuguese owes also a debt to a visit to Beirut,
Lebanon (2009); six months spent in a cabin in the
woods of western Maine (2010-2011); and the
Japanese poets Kazuko Shiraishi, Ryuichi Tamura and
Minoru Yoshioka, and their translators. It was written
primarily in Seattle, Washington; Beirut, Lebanon; and
Weld, Maine, though revised in Albany, California;
Beacon, New York; and St. Louis, Missouri. In that
sense, Portuguese is a travelogue, as well as a work
of restlessness. Throughout writing the poems that
became Portuguese, the presiding struggle was with
poetry itself—the form and its impulses—voice and
mind, face and body, exuberance and infirmity—as
well as with the act of writing. The book actually
began in the early 1980s, while on the bus to
elementary school in a small town in New England,
when Brandon was taunted for being “Portuguese.” In
that sense, Portuguese returns its author to this
moment in which he felt challenged to become what
he was being called, however falsely, and despite
feeling confused, flushed and afraid. In that sense,
Portuguese is a work of crossdressing. However,
Portuguese is both more and less than all these
things. It was—and is—a way to keep up with life in
the form of drawing observations and feelings on
paper, and to give form to the energy making up
some part of memory. It is the fourth book in a series
that began with The Alps, The Girl Without Arms, and
O Bon. In this sense—and in all those above—it is an
act of preservation, and therefore a work for his
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friends, his family, and for love.

Portuguese: Poems
Routledge's Modern Grammar series is an innovative
reference guide combining traditional and functionfocused grammar in a single volume, with an
accompanying workbook. The aim of the Modern
Korean Grammar Workbook is to strengthen the
reader's understanding of the main volume, Modern
Korean Grammar.. Designed for those who have
already acquired the basics of the language, this
workbook provides abundant innovative exercises for
both essential grammatical features and everyday
usage and functions (e.g., giving advices, greetings,
requesting, etc.). The Modern Korean Grammar
Workbook is an ideal practice tool for Korean-as a
foreign/second (KFL) learners. No prior knowledge of
grammatical terminology is assumed and it can be
used both independently and alongside Modern
Korean Grammar.

Basic Portuguese
Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar: A Practical
Guide is an innovative reference guide to Brazilian
Portuguese, combining traditional and function-based
grammar in a single volume. The Grammar is divided
into two parts. Part A covers traditional grammatical
categories such as agreement, nouns, verbs and
adjectives. Part B is carefully organized around
language functions covering all major communication
situations such as: establishing identity making
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contact expressing likes, dislikes and preferences.
With a strong emphasis on contemporary usage, all
grammar points and functions are richly illustrated
with examples. Main features of the Grammar include:
clear, jargon-free explanations emphasis on the
language as it is spoken and written today extensive
cross-referencing between the different sections. A
combination of reference grammar and practical
usage manual, Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar
is the ideal resource for learners of Brazilian
Portuguese at all levels, from beginner to advanced. It
can be used independently, or in conjunction with the
Modern Brazilian Portuguese Workbook, see ISBN
9780415566469. John Whitlam is a freelance writer,
university lecturer and lexicographer based in Rio de
Janeiro. He has authored a number of language
teaching books and project coordinated and coauthored three of the best-selling bilingual
dictionaries of Portuguese and English.

European Portuguese Grammar
This new edition of the Modern Italian Grammar is an
innovative reference guide to Italian, combining
traditional and function-based grammar in a single
volume. With a strong emphasis on contemporary
usage, all grammar points and functions are richly
illustrated with examples. Implementing feedback
from users of the first edition, this text includes
clearer explanations, as well as a greater emphasis on
areas of particular difficulty for learners of Italian.
Divided into two sections, the book covers: traditional
grammatical categories such as word order, nouns,
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verbs and adjectives language functions and notions
such as giving and seeking information, describing
processes and results, and expressing likes, dislikes
and preferences. This is the ideal reference grammar
for learners of Italian at all levels, from beginner to
advanced. No prior knowledge of grammatical
terminology is needed and a glossary of grammatical
terms is provided. This Grammar is complemented by
the Modern Italian Grammar Workbook Second Edition
which features related exercises and activities.

A Frequency Dictionary of Portuguese
Manual prático de escrita em português/Developing
Writing Skills in Portuguese provides intermediateand advanced-level students with the necessary skills
to become competent and confident writers in the
Portuguese language. With a focus on writing as a
craft, Manual prático de escrita em português offers a
rich selection of original materials including narrative
texts, expository essays, opinion pieces and
newspaper articles. Each chapter covers a specific
kind of writing and is designed to help tackle the
material in small units. The book aids students in
crafting clear, coherent and cohesive texts by means
of guided practice and step-by-step activities.
Suitable for use as a classroom text or as a self-study
course, this book is ideal for students at level B2 – C2
of the Common European Framework for Languages
or at Intermediate High – Advanced High on the
ACTFL proficiency scales.

Teach Yourself Brazilian Portuguese
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The second edition of Modern Brazilian Portuguese
Grammar Workbook is an innovative book of
exercises and language tasks for all learners of
Brazilian Portuguese. The book is divided into two
sections: • Part A provides exercises based on
essential grammatical structures • Part B practises
everyday functions (e.g. making social contact, asking
questions and expressing needs). A comprehensive
answer key at the back of the book enables you to
check on your progress. The Modern Brazilian
Portuguese Grammar Workbook is ideal for all
learners who have a basic knowledge of Brazilian
Portuguese, including undergraduates taking Brazilian
Portuguese as a major or minor part of their studies,
as well as intermediate and advanced school, adult
education and self-study students. While primarily
intended for use in conjunction with Modern Brazilian
Portuguese Grammar: A Practical Guide, it can also
serve as an independent resource.

Modern Korean Grammar
This new edition of the Modern French Grammar is an
innovative reference guide to French, combining
traditional and function-based grammar in a single
volume. Divided into two parts, Part A covers
traditional grammatical categories such as word
order, nouns, verbs and adjectives and Part B is
organized around language functions and notions
such as: giving and seeking information describing
processes and results expressing likes, dislikes and
preferences. With a strong emphasis on contemporary
usage, all grammar points and functions are richly
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illustrated with examples. Implementing feedback
from users of the first edition of the Grammar, this
second edition includes clearer explanations and
greater emphasis on areas of particular difficulty for
learners of French. This is the ideal reference
grammar for learners of French at all levels, from
beginner to advanced. No prior knowledge of
grammatical terminology is assumed and a glossary
of grammatical terms is provided. This Grammar is
complemented by the Modern French Grammar
Workbook Second Edition which features related
exercises and activities.

Spanish Tutor: Grammar and Vocabulary
Workbook (Learn Spanish)
Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar Workbook is a
book of exercises and language tasks for all learners
of Mandarin Chinese. Divided into two sections, the
Workbook initially provides exercises based on
essential grammatical structures, and moves on to
practice everyday functions such as making
introductions, apologizing and expressing needs. With
an extensive answer key at the back to enable
students to check on their progress, main features
include: exercises at various levels of challenge for a
broad range of learners cross-referencing to the
related Modern Mandarin Chinese Grammar a
comprehensive index to exercises alphabetically
arranged in terms of structures, functions, and key
Chinese structure vocabulary. This second edition also
offers a revised and expanded selection of exercises
including new task-based exercises. Modern Mandarin
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Chinese Grammar Workbook is ideal for all learners of
Mandarin Chinese, from beginner to intermediate and
advanced students. It can be used both independently
and alongside the Modern Mandarin Chinese
Grammar (978-0-415-82714-0), which is also
published by Routledge.

Conversa Brasileira
Brazilian Portuguese made easy--and fun! The
Everything Learning Brazilian Portuguese Book makes
Brazilian Portuguese a breeze to learn! Author
Fernanda L. Ferreira, Ph.D., provides you with step-bystep instruction in vocabulary, grammar, and
pronunciation. Learn how to: Understand Portuguese
grammar Improve pronunciation Ask questions in
Portuguese Have basic conversations when traveling,
dining out, conducting business, and shopping Packed
with dialogue examples, self-tests, and English-toPortuguese and Portuguese-to-English dictionaries,
The Everything Learning Brazilian Portuguese Book
will have you speaking--and
understanding--Portuguese in no time.

Manual prático de escrita em português
Learn beginner Spanish grammar painlessly with stepby-step lessons that focus on the essentials and help
you build a learning habit. Inside "Spanish Grammar
For Beginners" you'll find: 30 beginner-level Spanish
grammar lessons: This reference and practice book
covers everything you need to know about beginner
Spanish grammar. Straight-to-the point explanations:
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No extra fluff and frills, the lessons are
straightforward and focus more on the rules rather
than the exceptions. Short daily lessons designed to
help you create a learning habit: Spend just 30
minutes every day for 30 days to form an effective
learning habit. Clear and concise grammar
discussions written in a conversational tone: Difficult
grammar concepts are broken down and simplified
with a brief yet engaging explanation. An embedded
workbook with 300+ grammar exercises: Challenge
yourself and reinforce your comprehension by doing
the exercises after each lesson. Audio for
pronunciation and listening practice: Improve your
listening and pronunciation skills in Spanish by
listening to the audio narrated by a native Spanish
speaker. If you're tired of your usual boring Spanish
textbook, grab your copy of this book and start
learning Spanish grammar the un-boring way today!

Modern French Grammar
Modern Spanish Grammar Workbook
Spanish Grammar For Beginners
Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar: A Practical
Guide is an innovative reference guide to Brazilian
Portuguese, combining traditional and function-based
grammar in a single volume. The Grammar is divided
into two parts. Part A covers traditional grammatical
categories such as agreement, nouns, verbs and
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adjectives. Part B is carefully organized around
language functions covering all major communication
situations such as establishing identity, making
contact and expressing likes, dislikes and
preferences. With a strong emphasis on contemporary
usage, all grammar points and functions are richly
illustrated with examples. Building on the success of
the first edition, this second edition also includes: •
An introduction to the history and current status of
Brazilian Portuguese • Notes for Spanish speakers
pointing out the main grammatical differences
between the two languages • Additional explanation
and exemplification of areas of particular difficulty for
learners. A combination of reference grammar and
practical usage manual, Modern Brazilian Portuguese
Grammar is the ideal source for learners of Brazilian
Portuguese at all levels, from beginner to advanced.

Ponto De Encontro
The present publication arose from the two-day
conference “Learning through Sharing: Open
Resources, Open Practices, Open Communication”
organised jointly by the EUROCALL Teacher Education
and Computer Mediated Communication Special
Interest Groups at the University of Bologna (Italy) on
29-30 March 2012. The main objective was to
showcase the many ways in which practitioners in
different settings are engaging with the concepts of
open resources and practices, and to provide ideas for
language teachers who might want to dip their toes
into the Open Educational Resources/Open
Educational Practices world, or experiment further.
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Modern Korean Grammar Workbook
Modern Dutch Grammar: A Practical Guide is an
innovative reference guide to Dutch, combining
traditional and function-based grammar in a single
volume. With a strong emphasis on contemporary
usage, all grammar points and functions are richly
illustrated with examples. The Grammar is divided
into two parts. Part I covers traditional grammatical
categories such as nouns and verbs. Part II is carefully
organized around language functions and contexts
such as: Giving and seeking information Describing
processes and results Expressing attitudes, mental
states and emotions Registers and style Formal and
informal communication, e.g. youth talk Main features
of the Grammar include: Clear, succinct and jargonfree explanations Extensive cross-referencing
between the different sections Emphasis on areas of
particular difficulty for learners of Dutch This is the
ideal reference grammar for learners of Dutch at all
levels, from elementary to advanced; no prior
knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed
and it provides indices of grammatical terms and
functions. This Grammar is complemented by a
companion website featuring related exercises and
activities to reinforce learning.

The Language Lover's Guide to Learning
Portuguese
Modern Russian Grammar: A Practical Guide is an
innovative reference guide to Russian, combining
traditional and function-based grammar in a single
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volume. The Grammar is divided into two parts. Part A
covers traditional grammatical categories such as
agreement, nouns, verbs and adjectives. Part B is
carefully organized around language functions
covering all major communication situations. With a
strong emphasis on contemporary usage, all grammar
points and functions are richly illustrated with
examples. Main features of the Grammar include:
clear explanations emphasis on areas of particular
difficulty for learners of Russian, such as numerals
and verbs of motion extensive cross-referencing
between the different sections. This is the ideal
reference grammar for learners of Russian at all
levels, from beginner to advanced. No prior
knowledge of grammatical terminology is assumed
and a glossary of grammatical terms is provided.

Com licença!
First published in 2013. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

Modern Brazilian Portuguese Grammar
Workbook
The number of Spanish speakers in the United States
has increased markedly in recent years, and this is
especially true of the college population. At the same
time, interest has been growing among this latter
group in the study of the Portuguese language. Com
licena!, a textbook for the teaching of first-year
Brazilian Portuguese to college students familiar with
Spanish, thus appears at a propitious time. Students
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with native or near-native proficiency in Spanish can
learn Brazilian Portuguese much more rapidly than
they would learn any other language. Antnio R. M.
Simes has done extensive research on the pedagogy
and theory of language, which he has linked directly
to the planning and production of this textbook. The
book combines such innovative and traditional
approaches as constant comparison of both
languages in all aspects from pronunciation to cultural
components; exercises and gamelike activities to
elucidate the differences between Portuguese and
Spanish; and the use of Brazilian songs, popular
sayings, and poems for their "sound value" as well as
to illustrate Brazilian cultural values. Com licena! can
be used in either regularly paced or highly intensive
programs. Fred Ellison, professor of Portuguese at the
University of Texas, says, "The like of Simes' book, so
fresh and inviting in its approaches, has not been
seen before in our field."

Modern Dutch Grammar
This book is a study companion written in plain
English, which explains the things that you need to
know to be successful in learning Portuguese. No prior
grammatical knowledge is assumed, and technical
terms are explained clearly and progressively.
Exercises are provided to help you consolidate what
you have learned and build your Portuguese
vocabulary. Although the main focus is on European
Portuguese, Brazilian alternatives are also given.
Among the many things covered in this book: How do
you pronounce words in Portuguese? What do all
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those funny little squiggles mean? What exactly are
verbs, adjectives, prepositions, and pronouns? How
do you know when to use 'ser' and when to use
'estar'? How do you use the personal infinitive? How
does the subjunctive work? If you don't know your
diacritic from your diphthong, you've come to the
right place!

Ultimate Portuguese BeginnerIntermediate
A practical reference guide to the most important
aspects of modern European and Brazilian
Portuguese, it presents a fresh and accessible
description of the language combining and functionbased grammar.
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